ABSTRACT. A. Wilansky has raised the question of the productive behaviour of the property of having a countable set, such that each point is a sequential limit point of the set. The set-theoretic consistency and independence of the proposition that this property is preserved by products of K. factors is established.
but we recall the essentials. Let 9 = (P, <) be a partial order, p, q £ P ate compatible if there is an r £ P, r < p, r < q. J satisfies the countable chain condition if any subset of P with no two members compatible is countable. A subset T of P is dense if for each p £ P there is a t < p, t £ T.
Let J be a collection of dense subsets of P. G C P is J-generic if
(1) p < q and p £ G imply q £ G;
(2) p, q £ G imply there is an r £ G with r < p, r < q;
(3) G meets each T £ 3". We leave to the reader the task of verifying that if D . is sequentially dense in X., 0 < i < n < co, then 11. D . is sequentially dense in 11. X..
We thus shall assume that k < 2 is an infinite cardinal, and that Da is ih', H') < {h, H) if h' D h, ft' 2 W, and for each a £ H, rr a{h ' -h) Ç s a.
Note that any two members of P with the same first coordinate are compatible. It follows that J = (P, <) satisfies the countable chain condition, and that the sets Fa = \{h, H) : a £ H\ ate dense in P.
Let F = \{h, H) : n £ domain hi. We shall prove that each F is dense. main is all of co, since G meets each F . Thus g is a sequence from D.
We will show its a-projections converge to xa so that it converges to x.
A standard argument yields that for each a, 7ra(g) -sa is finite. Namely take {hQ, HQ) £ G such that a £ HQ. Then /Ta(g) -saCirAhQ), and for given any (bvH1) iC there is an (h2, H2) £G with {h2, H2) < both (kQ,H0) má^V H¿'
Then na{h2 -hQ) Ç sa, so n~{h1 -hQ) Ç sa. Since (hv Hx) was arbitrary, 77ais -V Ç sa, so rra{g) -sa C na{hQ). Thus \n: na{g){n) 4 sa{n)\ is finite.
Since sa -> xa, so does ""a(g).
The special case of whether the product of Nj copies of the two point discrete space is sequentially separable is particularly interesting. We have now shown this question to be independent of the axioms of set theory.
It is also equivalent to a well-known problem in topology. We need the generalized continuum hypothesis, as they do, to achieve positive results for uncountable k, but they use it for the countable case where it is not necessary.
